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SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES FOR

WEIGHT SPACES AND SUPERCONTRACTIVITY

BY

JAY ROSEN(l)

ABSTRACT. For 0 G C2(r") with 0(x) = al*|1+î for \x\ > x0,

a, s > 0, define the measure du = exp(- 2<t>)dnx on R . We show that

for any fc e Z+

/I/I2|l6(l/I)|2îfc/(Î+1)<*"

t    fc „     , i ,,2sfc/(i+l)    \
< c ̂  q2=o iid7 ii2 2(du) + II / l\%m • 118(II / l¿lW,))1 J

As a consequence we prove e : £„(R , d") —► Lp(R , dp), p. q # 1,

o», is bounded for all t > 0.

1.  Introduction. The classical Sobolev inequalities state

0) ll/IL<c £   ||Z)a/L,     /eC-(R"),
|a|=*

where p = (1/? - k/n)~x, 1 < p < », a is an n-tuple, a = («j,..., an), and

Da = dai/dxaxx '■'ba"ldx"n [14].

Recently, L. Gross has proven a beautiful analogue of the Sobolev inequal-

ities for the Gaussian measure dv = (27r)~"/2exp(- \x\2/2)d"x on R" [1]. This

"logarithmic" Sobolev inequality states

(27r)-"/2/|/l2lg(l/l)exp(-U|2/2)d'Ix

3/1(2) <£

i=l bx,
+ \\ni2(dv)'hi\\fh2(dV)).

L2(dv) 2 2

Furthermore, Gross has exhibited a function fEL2{dv) with S"_,||3//9x(|l2 (d„)

<°°but

Jl/l2lg(l/i)lg+ag+(l/D)exp(- \x\2l2)d"x « °°,

showing how good his inequality (2) is.  Similar, higher order inequalities for the
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Gaussian measure have been proved by G. Feissner [2].

If 0 G C(R") with / exp( — 20) dnx < °° let us define the weight space

L(2k)(Rn, <t>) to be the completion of C~(R") in the norm 2fa|=o||Da/ll2,0. where

_rigl2exp(-2<ft)rf"x

M2>*      /exp(-20)d"x    '

The main aim of this paper is to develop a method for obtaining precise

Sobolev inequalities for a large class of weights 0.

To illustrate our results assume <p E C2(R"), with <p = a\x\i+s for large

|x| > x0; a > 0, s > 0. We will show that

f    l/l2|lg(l/¡)l2fcí/(í+1)exp(-20)dnx

(3) <c\t    \\D«f\\\ 0 + Il/ll22,0llg(ll/ll2,0)l2ki/(î+1)î'
(la|=0 )

fEL2k\Rn,<p).

This result is best possible in the sense that for any m E Z+ we exhibit / G

¿2fc)(R",0)with

(4)       f     l/l2llg(l/l)l2fcs/(i+1)lg+(---lg+(l/l)-")exp(-20)d"x = ~.
JRn

L. Gross has also shown [1] how 'logarithmic' Sobolev inequalities can be

used to prove that e_f v       , t > 0, is a hypercontractive semigroup.  Recall that

a selfadjoint contraction semigroup e~tF on a probability space (M, dp) is called

hypercontractive if e~tF: L   —>L   is bounded for p, q + 1, °° and t > t(p, q)

[3]. In particular E. Nelson has shown [4] that for the Gaussian measure dv =

(27r)-"/2exp(-|x|2/2)d"x on R",

e"fV '*:LqW,dv)-+LpW,dv)

is bounded, p, q =£ 1, °°, only if t> lg([(p - l)l(q — 1)],/4), in which case it is

a contraction. Using our precise Sobolev inequalities, together with Gross's theo-

rem, we show that for a large class of weights 0,

e-tvt'*:Lq(Rn,<t>)-+Lp(Rn,<P),

p, q =;= 1, o°, is bounded for all t > 0!  We call this property of the semigroup

e-rv   -v supercontractivity.

We note that J.-P. Eckmann [5] has independently extended Gross's methods
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to prove that e~*v  'v  is hypercontractive for many weights <p. We have been

able to push his technique to prove supercontractivity, but it is not powerful

enough to prove our precise Sobolev inequalities.

In §§2 and 3 we prove our basic Sobolev inequaUties. Supercontractivity

is proven in §4. In §5 we describe some weights which satisfy the general require-

ments of our theorems, and we show that in many cases our results are best pos-

sible.

We remark that our inequalities have also been used to determine the fine

fluctuations of paths in the Pi<\>)x Markoff processes [9].

Acknowledgements.   I would like to thank my thesis advisor, Professor

Barry Simon, for suggesting the sort of problems discussed in this paper, and for

streamUning my original proof of Theorem 1. Professors Edward Nelson and Abel

Klein have made helpful suggestions.

2. First order inequalities. Throughout this paper we assume <t> E C2(R")

with / exp( - 2<p)dnx < <*>.

Theorem 1. Let r > 0 be such that

(5) | <j>ix)\r < a(V <t> ' V 0 - A<t> + b);

then

f\f\2\lgi\f\)\rexp{-2<¡>)dnx

bf
(6) n?. dx,.

+ H/IIL+ 11/111
2,0

2,0

(7)

and

(8)

ig(ii/n2,*)r|,

/e¿21>(R",0).

//, in addition, r> 1, then

/l/l2lg(l/l)exp(-20)<f"x

<c{f, (V* • V + l)i/rf)+ ll/ll^lgfll/ll^),

fEQUv*- v)1/r)

+ 1Jl/I2 lg(l/l)exp(- 2<t>)dnx<c{£   |£-l|2/r

/G¿2,)(R",0),||/||: = 1.
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Proof.  We may assume / exp(-20)G?"x = 1. We will first prove our

theorem for all / such that || f\\2 ¿ = 1.  For such an / we have

(9) Jexp(lg+(|/|2))exp(- 20)d"x < 2.

Setting h = (lg+(l/l2))r > 0 we can write this as

(10) Jexp(/i1/''-20)d"x<2.

Let

U = {xE R"| hi'r - 20 < 0},      V=UC ={xE Rn\hxlr - 20 > 0}.

Since exp(' ) > 0, (10) implies

(11) f   exp(ft1/r-20)rf',x<2.
Jy

Since, by the definition of V, h\!¿ -2<¡>w> 0, (11) tells us that [hty - 20, v]

E fi Lp(Rn, d"x) and fv 1 d"x < 2, hence

(12) [h\vr-2^vYEÇ)Lp(R",dnx).

Now, the classical Sobolev inequality (1) implies [8]  that /< d\\f\\n(- A + 1)

as forms on ¿2(R", dnx) for all fE L„(R", d"x), so that (12) implies

[A|1(T-20|K]'-<A:(-A+1).

If r > 1, the convexity and monotonicity of xr now give

hw = (h\lry < [h\Yr - 201K + 2i0IKir

(13)
<2r-l{[h¡vr - 20!„r + (2|0|KI/} < k(-A + |0|Fr + 1).

A similar argument works for 0 < r < 1, using the monotonicity and subadditivity

ofx'.

Since the definition of U requires

(14) Ä|fy<(2|0|ry|)r,

we have, combining (13) and (14),

(15) Gg+(l/l2))r = h <k(- A + |0(x)r + 1).

Then by our hypothesis (5)

(16) (lg+(l/l2))r < *(- A + V0 ' V0 - A0 + 1)
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as forms on L2(R", d"x), where k is independent off, if ll/ll2(0 = 1.

Now, multiplication by exp(-0) is a unitary equivalence from Z,2(R", 0) to

¿2(R", d"x), which takes V* • V into

exp(- 0) (V * • V)exp(0) = - A + V0 • V0 - A0

so that (16) is equivalent to

(17) Cg+(|/|2))r<*(V*- v + 1)

as forms on I2(R", 0).

In particular (17) gives

j"l/l2(lg+(l/l2))rexp(-20)<fx <*((/, V* • V/)+ 1)

which implies (6) for ||/||2 ^ = 1.

Furthermore, if r > 1 we may use Loewner's theorem [10], which tells us

that for r > 1 the rth root is a monotone operator function. (17) then implies

(18) lg(l/l2)<lg+(l/l2)<*(V*- V + l)1/r

which, as before, yields (7) for ||/||2 ^ = 1.

(6) and (7) now follow for all / from the following lemma.

Lemma 2.   Let dp be an arbitrary probability measure and let F be an

operator on L2(dp) with

f\f\2\lg(\f\)\rdp<\\Ff\\2

for allfED(F), \\f\\2 = 1. If r > \,then for any p, q # 1, °°, 1/p + 1/q = 1,

we have

/l/l2Hg(l/l)lrdp<?'-1l|/:'/lll+Pr"1ll/lllllg(ll/ll2)r,   allfED(F).

If0<r< I, then

/1/I21 lg( I/I )fdp< IIF/H2 + ll/ll2Mlg(ll/ll2)lr,   allfED(F).

and ifr = 1 the inequality ¡\f\2lg(\f\)dp < \\Ff\\\, fED(F), \\f\\2 = 1, im-

plies

/¡/l2lg(l/l)dp<||F/||2 +11/111 lg(ll/||2),   allfED(F).

Proof.  Consider first the case r> I. TakefED(F). By assumption

Jl/l2|lg(l/l/ll/ll2)IVp<||F/||2.
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By convexity and monotonicity of xr, for any p, q ¥= 1, °°, 1/p + 1/q = 1, we

have

/l/l2Hg(l/l)lri/p = /l/l2|lg(l/l/ll/ll2) + lg(ll/ll2)l''dp

= J*I/I5
glg(l/l/ll/H2)      Plg(ll/ll2)

Q P
dp

f       /7llg(l/l/H/H2)l       lplg(ll/ll2)lV

<9r_1/i/i2ng( i/i/ ii /u2)rdp+p'-1 n/niiig(ii/ii2)ir

<?r-1IIF/||2+p'-1||/||2 |lg(||/||2)lr.

The assertion for 0 < r < 1 follows similarly using the monotonicity and sub-

additivity of xr. The assertion for r = 1 is trivial.

Finally, (8) follows from (7) for / normaUzed by the spectral theorem and

Holder's inequality.

3.  Higher order inequalities.

Theorem 3. Let r > 0 be such that \ <Kx)\r < a(V0 • V0 - A0 + b); then

for all k EN

f\f\2ng{\f\)\rkexpi-2(l>)dnx

(19)

fEL2k\R",<¡>).

I ¿   llßB/llU + ll/llI^llg(ll/ll2^)lr*>.
(la|=0 j

Proof.   Let us prove (19) by induction on k. The case k = 1 is our first

order inequaUty (6). Assume we have proven (19) for k = 1, . .. ,m.  Let us

show that

t /       m + x \s
Jl/l2Hg(l/l)r(m + 1)exp(-2^"JC<c   1+   £   ll¿»a/ll20) .

\ la|=0 ' /

(20)
fEL2m + x\Rn,<p).

Then, by homogeneity, and our usual use of monotonicity, convexity and sub-

additivity

Jl/l2Hg(l/l)r(m + 1)exp(-20)d";c

(21) /m + l /m + l \  rrm + X)\

<c Z nimu + MU' kfE »^J
\|er|=0 \lo:|=0 / /
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Then, since Og(x))r(m + 1) < bx, x > 1, for some b, (21) yields (19) for the

special case ||/||2 0 = 1. The general case now follows by Lemma 2.

It suffices by continuity to prove (20) for /G C~(R"). We have

J/2Hg(/2)lr(w + 1)exp(-20)d"x

</(/2 + 4) (lg(/2 + 4)y(m + I>exp(-20)i/nx

(22) <jf(/2+4)(lg(/2+4))""

• (lg[(/2 + 4) (lg(/2 + 4))"*]yexp(-20)rfnx.

If we set g = (f2 + 4)'A (lg(/2 + 4))rm/2 we can write (22) as

373

(23)

J72Ug(/2)r(m + 1)exp(-20)d"x < fg2(lg(g2)yexp(-2<t>)d"x

n?, 3*

ax,. 2,0
+ II^Í,0|lg(ll^2,0)l'' + M2,0

where the last line follows from our first order inequality (6).

Now

a" = 37((/2 + 4),/2 (lg(/2 + 4))rm/2)

/

oxi (72+4)
V4 ((lg(/2 + 4))rm/2 + rm(lg(/2 + 4))'-'"/2-1).

Therefore

W Hf
Now, Young's inequahty [6], [7] states that

(lg(/2+4))rmexp(-20)d"x.

f\U\\V\dp<cil+f\U\ |lg(| U\)\rmdp + f exp(\V\llrm)dp\

lypothe:so that, by our induction hypothesis (19),
2

<c ^1 + exp(-20)rf"x

(24)
+ f exp(lg(/2 + 4))exp(-20)rf"j

m + l

<c    1+  z   IIOa/lll>0 +
la|=l

a/
ax,.

2

2,0
M bx. 2,0;

+ 11/Uk

<c
/        m + l \:

i + z iwiilJ
\        lal=0 /
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Similarly we see that

11^2,0 = fif2+ 4) 02(/2 + 4))'m exp(-20)d"x

(25) /        Ä ,   \2
<c(l+   Z   \\D«f\\lA   .

\       la|=0 /

(23), (24) and (25) now prove (20), completing our proof of Theorem 3.

4. Supercontractivity.

Theorem 4. Let r > 1 be such that I <H*)lr < a( V0 " V0 - A0 + 6); r/ien

e-rv -v ¡s a bounded map from Lq{R", (¡>) to ¿p(R", (¡>)for any q, p =£ 1, °°,

/or a// r > 0.

Proof. To prove our theorem we appeal to a result due to L. Gross [1],

in a generalized form of J.-P. Eckmann [5].

"Let p be a probability measure on R" and let G be a selfadjoint operator

on L2{du). Suppose that the set C\ of twice continuously differentiable func-

tions with bounded first and second derivatives is a core for G and that// {Gg)dp

= / V/ • Vgdp, f,gEC\. If there exist constants 0 < u and v < °° such that

Jl/l2lg(l/l)dp<"(Z G/)-M|/||2 +ll/ll22lg(ll/ll2),

then||e-fG|| 2//„      <e,u."
q,l + (q-l)e2t'",dn

Now Theorem 1 tells us that, with

dp = expi-2(l>)dnx/jexpi-2<p)d"x,

Jl/I2lg(l/I)tfp < cif, (V * • V + l):/7) + II/111 ' lg(ll/ll2).

By the spectral theorem this implies that for any e > 0 there exists a c(e) such

that

J*l/l2lg(l/l)¿P<e(/, V* • V/) + c(e)ll/lll + ll/ll2 • lg(||/||2).

The general assertion of our theorem follows from the result quoted.

5. Applications.

Theorem 5. If<t>~ a\x\x +s, s > 0, a > 0, and Da<¡> ~ aDa\x\ x+s,\a\ =

1, 2, as \x\ —► °°, then for any k E Z+

|l/l2ilg(l/l)l2ífc/(í+1)exp(-2^"x

(26) (   k )

<c { £    \\Daf\\22¡¡) +ll/ll22>0llg(ll/ll2,0)l2iÄ/(i+1)}.
(|c¡| = 0 j
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/G¿2k>(R",0).  If s > I, then

/l/l2lg(l/l)exP(-20)íf"x<c/¿||^|(í+1)/S+l)
(27) ('=i||dJC'|2,0 j

feL21\Rn,4>),\\f\\2<t> = i,

and

(28) e-tv*'V:Lq(Rn,<P)-+Lp(R",<P),     p,q*l,<~,

is bounded for all t>0. Furthermore, for any s>0,if

(29) Da0~aZ)a|x|1+s,      |o|-0,1,...,*,

then for any m E Z+, there are f E L2k)(R", 0) with

m

Jl/i2Hg(i/l)l2îfc/(i+I)lg+(--- lg+(|/|)--- )exp(-20)d"x = oo.

Proof.   (26), (27), and (28) follow from Theorems 1, 3 and 4

once we have verified |0(x)|2s/(s+1) <a(V0 • V0 - A0 + b), but by our hy-

pothesis both |0(x)|2í/(í+1) and V0 • V0 - A0 are ~ C(|x|2s).

To prove the second part of our theorem, consider a function / such that

exp(0(x))|x|-(,,-1)/2

f(x) =-
ix\sk(\x\ lg(|x|) • • • lgm_2(lx|) [lgm_x(\x\)]2)Vl

for |x| > x0 large,/(x) = 0 for |x| <x0 - 1 and/(x) G C~(R"), where we

have used the notation lg;(x) to mean that lg(• • • lg(x) • • • ) occurs / times.

To see that /G L2k\Rn, 0) compute for a = (ax, . . . , a„), lal = *,

£>°/-
n,?=1(30(x)/ax,.)°''exp(0(x))ixr("-1)/2

|x|ífc(¡x|lg(|x|) • • • lg^iJxiHlg^axI)]2)*

+ terms smaller at °° using our assumption (29), and in fact, by (29),

On the other hand, since |0(x)| ~ 0(|xr+1)
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/ l/l2Ug(/)l2ífc/(í+,)lgm (/)exp(-20)crjc

I mi2skKs+1 ),g^ _ ilim)M- (n-i )dnx

>C°J\x\>x0  \x\2sk\x\lg{\x\) •••lgm_2(U|)[lgm_1(|x|)]2

>c    f°°-dx
°Jx0xlgix).--lëm_xix)

=c°j"r0¿(ig'"w)=o0-

Remark.   Let P{x) = 1?IQ (¡¡x' with a2p > 0, and consider the anharmon-

ic oscillator H in ¿2(R1, dx)

H=-d2/dx2 +Pix).

The normalized groundstate £2(x) is strictly positive and can be written as Í2(;c) =

exp(-0), for <j> satisfying aU the requirements of Theorem 5 with s =p [7],

[11], [12].
For extensions to anharmonic oscillators in ¿2(R", dnx) see [13].
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